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CULTURE
Reproduction Policy
1. The Burke Museum retains the sole copyright for its holdings and all images depicting its holdings.
Photographic images which are in the care of or are the property of the Burke Museum, or photographs,
photocopies, or artistic renderings of collection items which are in the care of or are the property of, the
Burke Museum, shall not be reproduced, resold, or commercially used without the specific written
permission of the Burke Museum. The Museum may not hold literary or other copyrights to some items and
it is the user’s responsibility to secure those rights where necessary.
2. Permission for reproduction is granted for one publication, one edition, and one language only, unless
specified. Requests for reproduction must be submitted on the Reproduction Permission form. Additional
language editions and revised new editions will be considered upon application. Requests for multiple delivery
methods (print, internet, CD, DVD) and ‘life of product’ will be considered upon application. All images must be
returned to the Burke Museum after use.
3. No images may be used to show or imply that the Burke Museum endorses any commercial product or
enterprise, or concurs with the opinions expressed in or the accuracy of any text used with the images. The
Museum may refuse permission to reproduce images anytime the reproduction cannot meet Museum
standards, if they are used in a way whch conflicts with the purposes of the Museum, or if their use would be
detrimental to collections specimens or the reputation of the Museum.

4. Commercial use of artifacts will incur a minimum reproduction use fee of $150 per black and white and
$350 per color image from color slides for one-time use, to be negotiated based upon the nature of the
commercial use. An additional $100.00 per image is charged for photographs from 4x5 color transparencies.
Rental fees for transparencies are $100 for 3 months. Commercial use of black and white historical images
will incur a reproduction use fee of $75 for one-time use. Images photographed from existing publications
will incur a minimum reproduction use fee of $75.00 per black and white and $200.00 per color.
Commercial reproduction use fees for digital productions, including Web site use, are based on the
resolution: $200 for low resolution digital scan (72 dpi) and $350 for high resolution digital scan (300dpi)
images. The digital scan must be destroyed after use. Commercial use with multiple delivery methods
(print, internet, CD, DVD) and/or ‘life of product’ will incur a fee of $700. A $50 reproduction use fee is
charged for reproduction of a photograph in scholarly, museum, or non-profit publications; all other
reproduction use fees are waived for non-profit agencies with IRS 501(C)(3) status and governmental
agencies. Permission to publish is contingent upon receipt of the appropriate fees and a signed Reproduction
Request form. Fees are not refundable.
5. All reproduced images must be given a credit line, preferably at the picture’s edge. In the case of
filmstrips or videotapes, credit may be listed in any accompanying brochure and/ or in the film’s credits.
Unless otherwise specified, please credit: Courtesy of the Burke Museum of Natural History and
Culture, catalog number _____________.
6. As part of the agreement to grant reproduction permission, the Burke Museum requires that, immediately
upon publication, one copy of the publication (book, audio or videotape, film, computer presentation, etc.) be
furnished at no cost to the Burke Museum for use in the appropriate divisional library. The Burke Museum
reserves the right to request two copies of any image of specimens photographed by the user at no cost to the
Burke Museum.
7. For photos of burial objects and related information, or objects that may be culturally sensitive, the Museum
requires that the requested contact the culturally-affiliated entities.
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